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Fig. 1. Given one or multiple images of a scene (Input), our method infers surface materials and illumination. We model the inherent ambiguities involved in

this process: The statue could have been lit by an infinite number of environment maps, all giving rise to the same image. Our di�usion prior allows to sample

from a joint distribution of materials and natural illumination conditions (Illumination Samples) that all explain the input. This enables high-quality Material

Editing (here demonstrating a change to a translucent material; environment map reconstructions are shown as insets) and Relighting. Without any prior, the

recovered illumination is noisy, the commonly used smoothness prior converges to a single blurry result. In contrast, our samples are diverse and natural.

Inverse rendering, the process of inferring scene properties from images,

is a challenging inverse problem. The task is ill-posed, as many di�erent

scene con�gurations can give rise to the same image. Most existing solu-

tions incorporate priors into the inverse-rendering pipeline to encourage

plausible solutions, but they do not consider the inherent ambiguities and

the multi-modal distribution of possible decompositions. In this work, we

propose a novel scheme that integrates a denoising di�usion probabilistic

model pre-trained on natural illumination maps into an optimization frame-

work involving a di�erentiable path tracer. The proposed method allows
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sampling from combinations of illumination and spatially-varying surface

materials that are, both, natural and explain the image observations. We

further conduct an extensive comparative study of di�erent priors on illumi-

nation used in previous work on inverse rendering. Our method excels in

recovering materials and producing highly realistic and diverse environment

map samples that faithfully explain the illumination of the input images.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Inverse rendering is the process of inferring scene properties such

as geometry, lighting, and surface materials from images. It is a long-

standing challenge with applications in scene understanding, image

editing, urban planning, virtual reality, and many more. Typically,

inverse-rendering pipelines employ an analysis-by-synthesis ap-

proach, in which scene parameters are optimized via a di�erentiable

renderer based on an image reconstruction objective. Unfortunately,

determining scene properties from (multi-view) images alone is a

severely ill-posed inverse problem since light transport is governed
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by the rendering equation [Kajiya 1986], which connects geome-

try, materials, and illumination via complex integral relationships.

This naturally leads to ambiguities: A red pixel might arise from

a red material under white illumination, or from a white material

under red illumination; a smooth-looking surface might arise from

a di�use material or low-frequency illumination, etc.

Fortunately, real scenes exhibit statistical regularities [Dror et al.

2004]. Exploiting the fact that some scene con�gurations are more

likely than others, most existing solutions incorporate priors into the

inverse-rendering pipeline. They are meant to encourage plausible

solutions. When considering the joint distribution of illumination

and materials, applying a prior over illumination conditions natu-

rally narrows down the distribution over materials, and vice versa.

Priors vary in their degree of sophistication, ranging from simple

heuristics such as smoothness [Zhang et al. 2021b] to the use of

data-driven deep generative models [Gardner et al. 2022]. However,

the inherent multi-solution ambiguities of the inverse-rendering

problem are usually not considered: With a naive prior, the optimiza-

tion tends to converge to one local optimum, which is determined

by the weight given to the prior, e�ectively balancing the trade-o�

between re-rendering accuracy and the naturalness of the obtained

solution [Blau and Michaeli 2018]. Ideally, an inverse-rendering

prior should not only faithfully capture the distribution of scene

properties, such as illumination or material, but also enable the

the generation of diverse solutions from the multi-modal posterior

distribution of scene properties given the input images. Typically,

one must choose between achieving high quality or diversity, but a

well-designed prior can achieve both simultaneously.

Di�usion models [Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015] excel at capturing

data distributions and have demonstrated the ability to generate re-

alistic and diverse samples. A trained unconditional di�usion model

can be utilized to solve non-linear inverse problems [Chung et al.

2022b]. Therefore, in this paper, we investigate the use of di�usion

posterior sampling (DPS) as a prior for inverse rendering. To this

end, we train a denoising di�usion probabilistic model (DDPM) [Ho

et al. 2020] on natural environment maps and then integrate it into

an optimization framework involving a di�erentiable path tracer.

Crucially, we extend DPS to incorporate a measurement function

with trainable parameters. Our novel optimization scheme allows

sampling from combinations of illumination and spatially-varying

materials that are natural, diverse, and explain the image observations.

We further conduct a thorough investigation into the e�ectiveness

of various illumination priors for inverse rendering.We demonstrate

that our novel formulation not only surpasses the state of the art

in its ability to produce highly realistic and diverse environment

map samples while �tting the input data in the form of monocular

and multi-view images. It also simultaneously facilitates disentan-

glement and reduces ambiguities in the optimized materials.

In summary, our contributions are:

• A method for recovering the posterior distribution of illu-

mination and materials from image observations under an

unknown lighting condition, hence generating samples with

both high realism and high diversity.

• A novel strategy combining the denoising process in DDPM

and di�erentiable rendering for the joint optimization of

scene illumination and materials.

• A comprehensive study of di�erent priors on illumination

used in inverse rendering.

2 RELATED WORK

We review closely related literature on di�erentiable renderingmeth-

ods (Sec. 2.1) and popular priors on illumination that are widely

used in inverse rendering (Sec. 2.2). Then, we brie�y discuss the

usage of di�usion generative models for general inverse problems

(Sec. 2.3).

2.1 Di�erentiable and Inverse Rendering

Inverse rendering is commonly performed by means of an analysis-

by-synthesis approach: A forward rendering model turns scene

parameters such as geometry, illumination, and surface materials

into an image, which is compared to existing image observations.

For gradient-based optimization of scene parameters to work, the

rendering model needs to be (made) di�erentiable.

Approximate di�erentiable rendering approaches that rely on

mesh rasterization have been proposed for joint optimization of

material and illumination. By design, they either ignore global light

transport [Kato et al. 2018; Laine et al. 2020; Liu et al. 2019; Loper

and Black 2014] or approximate the rendering function of indirect

illumination to account for isolated e�ects like soft shadows [Lyu

et al. 2021].

In contrast, more physically-based approaches [Jakob et al. 2022a;

Li et al. 2018; Loubet et al. 2019; Nimier-David et al. 2019] account for

global illumination by di�erentiating Monte Carlo-sampled multi-

bounce light transport. Special precautions are required to obtain

unbiased gradients arising from non-di�erentiable visibility [Li et al.

2018; Loubet et al. 2019]. A physically-based di�erentiable path

tracer is powerful in inverse rendering with complex global light

transport e�ects [Hasselgren et al. 2022], but can su�er from high-

frequency noise in the gradients.

Recent years have witnessed a shift towards neural implicit repre-

sentations in di�erentiable and inverse rendering. Continuous vol-

ume densities [Mildenhall et al. 2021] and signed distance functions

(SDFs) [Park et al. 2019] have many advantages over classical repre-

sentations, in particular when it comes to di�erentiability. However,

the resulting improved disentanglement of geometry, material, and

illumination in the neural rendering process comes at the cost of

increased computational complexity. This has spurred research in-

terest in hybrid representations [Munkberg et al. 2022]. In particular,

the incorporation of global illumination into the (inverse) rendering

process is costly and demands approximations [Srinivasan et al.

2021].

In this work, we build upon the state-of-the-art di�erentiable path

tracer Mitsuba 3 [Jakob et al. 2022b,a], which allows for e�cient

di�erentiation of its path-tracing process. Providing a principled

and scalable solution for modeling global illumination, we com-

bine it with a strong di�usion-based illumination prior to recover a

distribution over spatially-varying materials and illumination.
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Compact low-frequency illumination models based on spherical

harmonics (SH) [Basri and Jacobs 2003; Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan

2001] are popular in traditional real-time rasterization methods.

Spherical Gaussians [Wang et al. 2009] excel in representing a sparse

set of high-frequency features and have recently been used for

neural inverse rendering [Jin et al. 2023; Wu et al. 2023; Zhang et al.

2021a, 2022]. However, this representation does not scale favorably

to complex natural illumination conditions. In this work, we focus

on a regularly sampled 2D environment map under equirectangular

projection, which matches well with current CNN-based di�usion

models.

2.2 Priors for Inverse Rendering

Inverse-rendering problems are notoriously ill-posed, and various

priors have been proposed to address this issue. Data-agnostic priors

include smoothness regularization, as utilized by NeRFactor [Zhang

et al. 2021b] and NRTF [Lyu et al. 2022], which mitigates high-

frequency noise in estimated environment maps. NvDi�recMC [Has-

selgren et al. 2022] proposes a prior that assumes illumination is

mostly monochrome, promoting high-frequency lighting and sharp

shadows represented by lighting instead of material textures. The

Deep Image Prior (DIP) [Ulyanov et al. 2018] demonstrates the ef-

fectiveness of randomly initialized neural networks as handcrafted

priors, achieving excellent results in standard inverse problems such

as denoising, super-resolution, and inpainting. Data-agnostic priors

are e�ective heuristics, but they may not accurately re�ect the true

underlying distribution of the data. The performance of these pri-

ors is highly dependent on the choice of hyper-parameters, which

can be di�cult to tune. Additionally, using these priors often leads

to optimization algorithms converging to a single local minimum,

resulting in a loss of diversity in the �nal solutions.

On the other hand, data-driven priors have the advantage of more

accurately capturing the true distribution of real illumination en-

vironments. They have the potential to enable sampling from the

multi-modal posterior distribution, providing a more diverse set of

solutions. Egger et al. [2018] as well as Yu and Smith [2021] uti-

lize a linear statistical model with a Gaussian prior in the space

of spherical harmonics (SH) coe�cients to avoid unrealistic illumi-

nation environments. However, this approach can only reproduce

low-frequency lighting e�ects. Emlight [Zhan et al. 2021] decom-

poses the illumination map into spherical light distribution, light

intensity, and the ambient term for natural illumination regression.

Stylelight [Wang et al. 2022] and ImmerseGAN [Dastjerdi et al. 2022]

propose GAN panorama generation networks for realistic lighting

estimation and editing. Gardner et al. [2022] develop a rotation-

equivariant, high-dynamic-range (HDR) neural illumination model

based on a variational auto-decoder (VAE) [Rezende and Mohamed

2015] that can express complex features of the natural environment

distribution and use it for inverse rendering. VAEs and GANs are

powerful techniques for generating diverse samples of illumination

that can be used to solve inverse problems, given input images.

However, while these methods can provide a range of solutions, the

quality of the rendered images and the naturalness of the sampled

environment maps are inferior to what our approach delivers.

2.3 Generative Di�usion Models for Inverse Problems

Denoising di�usion probabilistic models (DDPMs) [Ho et al. 2020;

Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015; Song et al. 2020] have recently demon-

strated remarkable performance on both faithfulness and diversity

of samples in tasks like image synthesis [Dhariwal and Nichol 2021].

Also, a pre-trained, task-agnostic DDPM has been demonstrated to

be an excellent prior for imaging inverse problems: Typically, one

can resort to iterative projections to the measurement space [Choi

et al. 2021; Chung et al. 2022c; Song et al. 2020] or estimate the pos-

terior score function [Chung et al. 2022b] to reach feasible solutions

from the implicit prior data distribution. This has been used both in

linear [Chung et al. 2022c; Kawar et al. 2022; Song et al. 2020] and

non-linear [Chung et al. 2022b; Song et al. 2023] imaging inverse

problems. While most of the inverse problem solvers with DDPMs

are limited to a known and �xed forward measurement operator,

BlindDPS [Chung et al. 2022a] proposes to sample the image and

the operator parameters from posterior score functions in parallel,

to solve blind inverse problems with unknown forward operators.

In contrast to our solution, they require an additional DDPM for

the operator.

This work sets out to utilize DDPMs as a prior for natural illumi-

nation distribution to address complex non-linear inverse rendering

problems. Speci�cally, we aim to sample diverse but realistic combi-

nations of illumination and materials that can accurately explain

the given observation, which poses signi�cant challenges.

3 BACKGROUND

In this section, we recap Denoising Di�usion Probabilistic Models

(DDPMs) (Sec. 3.1), followed by an introduction of the di�usion

posterior sampling method (Sec. 3.2) for general inverse problems.

3.1 Denoising Di�usion Probabilistic Models

Denoising di�usion probabilistic models (DDPMs) [Ho et al. 2020;

Sohl-Dickstein et al. 2015] are a type of generative models that

de�ne the generation process as a Markov chain of denoising steps.

Formally, given the clean data x0 ∼ @ (x0), in the forward steps,

DDPMs gradually add noise to the data, which is described as a

Gaussian transition:

@ (xC | xC−1) := N
(

xC ;
√

1 − VCxC−1, VC I
)

, (1)

where 0 < V1 < V2 < .... < V) = 1 are the �xed variance schedule.

The distribution of sampling GC at the time step C has a closed form

@ (xC | x0) = N
(

xC ;
√
ŪCx0, (1 − ŪC ) I

)

, (2)

with UC = 1 − VC and ŪC =
∏C

B=1 UB . This enables e�cient training

since we can randomly sample a single timestep during training and

generate the input xC . At the largest time step ) , the noised data is

transformed to a standard Gaussian distribution.

DDPMs learn the reverse Gaussian transition that gradually de-

noises the noised data with the objective:

L(\ ) := EC,x0,&
[

∥& − &\ (xC , C)∥2
]

, (3)

corresponding to the “simple” loss formulation in Ho et al. [2020],

where n\ denotes the residual noise predicted by a network and \
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are the free variables of the network. The data at the next timestep

can now be computed as:

xC−1 =
1

√
UC

(

xC −
1 − UC√
1 − ŪC

&\ (xC , C)
)

+ fC z , (4)

where z ∼ N(0, I) and the covariance fC is �xed or learned. At test

time, a randomly sampled distribution can be gradually denoised

into the learned data manifold.

Song et al. [2020] show that there is a continuous stochastic

di�erential equation (SDE) [Anderson 1982] formulation of the

generation process, which is equivalent to Eq. 4:

3x =

[

− V (C)
2

x − V (C)∇xC
log ?C (xC )

]

3C +
√

V (C)3w . (5)

Thus, sampling from a DDPM can also be seen as numerically solv-

ing the SDE. Here, 3w is the standard Wiener process running back-

ward. The score function ∇xC log ?C (xC ) can be approximated by

a network s\ (xC , C) using score matching [Hyvärinen and Dayan

2005; Vincent 2011], which is connected with the noise predictor in

DDPMs via

s\ (xC , C) =
&\ (xC , C)√
1 − ŪC

. (6)

One can also �nd the posterior estimation of the clean image x̂C at

the t step by

x̂C =
1

√
ŪC

(xC + (1 − ŪC )s\ (xC , C)) . (7)

For a comprehensive overview, we refer to McAllester [2023].

3.2 Di�usion Posterior Sampling

Chung et al. [2022b] proposed Di�usion Posterior Sampling (DPS)

to solve general inverse problems with a pre-trained unconditional

DDPM. Consider the forward process

y = M(x0) + n, y, n ∈ R=, x ∈ R3 , (8)

where M(·) : R3 ↦→ R
= is the measurement operator, x0 is the

input data, y is the measurement observation and n is measurement

noise. In an inverse problem, we attempt to estimate the input image

x0 given the observation y from the posterior distribution ? (x0 | y).
Chung et al. [2022b] approximate the posterior score function

given observation y as:

∇xC log?C (xC | y) ≃ s\ (xC , C) −
1

f2
∇xC ∥y −M(x̂C )∥22 . (9)

They assume a known and �xed forward operator M(·) and Gauss-

ian measurement noise n ∼ N(0, f2I). This posterior score function
is then used to denoise the image in the reverse generation process:

3x =

[

− V (C)
2

x − V (C)∇xC
log?C (xC | y)

]

3C +
√

V (C)3w . (10)

The posterior score function in Eq. 9 aims to generate natural

outputs while guiding them to �t the observation at the same time.

However, DPS requires the operatorM(·) to be known and �xed,

which is not the case for our method, where we seek to jointly

optimize illumination and material parameters from images. Here,

the operator is the rendering function, which naturally encompasses

both illumination and materials. We will present a method that

enables jointly optimizing for the output of the di�usion model i.e.,

scene illumination, as well as the parameters of the measurement

operator i.e., scene materials.

4 METHOD

Our method takes monocular or multi-view images of an object

with a well-initialized geometry under one unknown illumination

as input and allows realistic environment map sampling and joint

optimization of material that �ts the observation. To this end, our

method not only considers the faithfulness of the reconstructed

environment maps, but also explores the ambiguity of the material–

light decomposition and the diversity of the solutions.

We use a di�erentiable renderer to guide a pre-trained uncondi-

tional di�usion model to sample multiple plausible natural environ-

ment maps that can explain the ground-truth observations. At the

same time, we optimize the spatially-varying BRDFs of the scene for

each illumination sample. In the following sections, we �rst describe

the rendering equation, our material model, and our illumination

representation (Sec. 4.1). Next, we discuss the challenges to extend

di�usion posterior sampling (DPS) with a di�erentiable renderer for

inverse rendering problems (Sec. 4.2), followed by an explanation

of the process used to jointly optimize the spatially-varying BRDF

and sample plausible environments (Sec. 4.3). We give an overview

of our pipeline in Fig. 2.

4.1 Rendering Model

We are interested in estimating a natural environment map x0 and

spatially-varying surface materials karm explaining input image

observations using an analysis-by-synthesis approach. Global light

transport [Kajiya 1986] under distant illumination can be formulated

as

! (p,8> ) =
∫

Ω+
x0 (88 )T(p,8> ,88 , karm) (88 · n) 388 , (11)

where ! (p,8> ) is radiance leaving surface point p in direction

8> , Ω+ is the hemisphere centered at the surface normal n, and

T(p,8> ,88 , karm) is the radiance transfer function, describing how
distant illumination from direction88 is scattered through the scene

(via potentially many bounces) to �nally leave at p in direction 8> .

We implement ) using path tracing [Kajiya 1986], which stochasti-

cally samples light paths to obtain a Monte Carlo estimate of the

global illumination, including potentially complex inter-re�ections.

We utilize the state-of-the-art di�erentiable path tracer Mitsuba3

[Jakob et al. 2022b] with path replay backpropagation [Vicini et al.

2021]. As our research focuses on investigating the ambiguity in-

volved in disentangling material and illumination, we assume that

the scene geometry is available. To represent the material properties,

we adopt the principled BSDF in Mitsuba3 [Jakob et al. 2022b] based

on the Disney BSDF [Burley 2015; Burley and Studios 2012]. Our

approach utilizes a 256x256 texture karm to model RGB albedo a,

roughness r , and metallic properties m. We use four light bounces

in all our experiments, which we found enough to capture all rele-

vant light transport in the scenes we consider, faithfully modeling

global-illumination e�ects.
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Fig. 2. Overview of our approach. We first pre-train a DDPM that generates

realistic environment maps unconditionally. Then, given input images and

geometry, we set up a series of denoising processes. In every time step C ,

our di�erentiable path tracer takes materials and the posterior estimation

of the clean environment map ĜC as input and produces a rendered image.

The gradient from the rendering loss is used to optimize materials and

gets incorporated into a posterior score function that enforces the DDPM

to generate a natural environment map that faithfully explains the input

images.

4.2 DPS for Inverse Rendering

For our application, as the measurement operator R(·), we use a
di�erentiable path tracer with additional material and camera pose

input. Namely, the forward measurement process is described as

y = R(x0, karm, c) + nA , y, nA ∈ R=, x ∈ R3 . (12)

This corresponds to the rendering equation (Eq. 11), where y is

the rendered image, R(·) : R3 ↦→ R
= is the rendering function,

c are camera parameters, and nA is noise caused by Monte Carlo

sampling.

Note that the original DPS formulation requires a known and

�xed forward operator M(·) (Eq. 8) to approximate the posterior

score function∇xC log?C (xC |y), which is not applicable in an inverse
rendering scenario where the material properties are generally un-

known. In our case, the posterior score function is rewritten as

∇xC log ?C (xC |y) ≃ s\ (xC , C) − d∇xC ∥ŷ8 − R(x̂C , karm, c8 )∥22 . (13)

Here, x̂C is the posterior estimation of the environment map image

from Eq. 7, and d is a weight hyper-parameter. Ideally, the sampled

environment map x̂C should minimize the re-render loss

∥ŷ8 − R(x̂C , karm, c8 )∥22 , (14)

and we opt to concurrently optimize the material karm with the de-

noising process for the environment map. To achieve this objective,

we propose a novel approach that enables simultaneous sampling

of the environment map image and optimization of the material

properties in Sec. 4.3.

DPS provides measurements (Eq. 8) that exhibit various types of

noise, which correspond to di�erent closed forms of the posterior

score function (Eq. 9). As reported by Lehtinen et al. [2018], the

use of Monte Carlo sampling in the ray tracer can result in random

noise with no speci�c distribution characteristics. Despite this, we

found that applying the posterior score function for Gaussian noise

produces satisfactory results for the inverse rendering problem.

4.3 Joint Optimization

Given the posed input image(s) and pre-computed geometry, we

�rst jointly optimize the material and the environment map using

Mitsuba3 [Jakob et al. 2022b] with the objective

LPT (x, karm) =
<
∑

8=1

| |ŷ8 − R(x, karm, c8 ) | |2 , (15)

as the initialization, where x is the reconstructed environment map

by Mitsuba3 [Jakob et al. 2022b], ŷ8 is an input image and c8 is the

corresponding camera pose. During this initialization stage, we use

the Adam [Kingma and Ba 2015] optimizer with a learning rate of

14−2 for metallic and roughness parameters, the environment map,

and the base color.

Then we keep the optimized roughness and metallic texture map,

but reset the base color to zero as our initialization condition for the

joint optimization. We �nd that the initialization of roughness and

metallic helps the material optimization converge faster. Next, we

gradually denoise the environment map images that �t the observa-

tion from our DDPM prior and optimize our estimated material at

the same time. We use a DDPM posterior sampling process (Eq. 10)

for 1000 time steps, with the posterior score function in Eq. 13.

The hyper-parameter d in Eq. 13 balances the faithfulness of

the generation and the quality of reconstruction. A too small d

encourages the posterior sampling to be as realistic as possible,

disregarding the input observations, while a too large d tends to

produce results faithful to the observations, yet with inferior realism.

In our setting, for the �rst 500 denoising steps (C > 500), we set

d = 0.1. For time steps C < 500, d = 0.1 ∼ 1, and in every denoising

step, we optimize the base color, roughness, and metallic jointly

with the loss function

Ldenoise (karm, C) =
<
∑

8=1

| |ŷ8 − R(x̂C , karm, c8 ) | |2 . (16)

The intuition behind the adjustment of the step size d in Eq. 13 is

that at the early stage of the generation, we encourage the posterior

score function to push the sampling distribution towards a more

realistic manifold. And when the DDPM adds more details to the

images, we raise the step size d to force the sampling to �t the

observation. At the late stage of the generation where the noise in

the sampling is gradually reduced, the estimated environment map

from a realistic prior will prevent the optimization for the material

from getting stuck in a local minimum.

Finally, after generating a clean and realistic environment map

x0, the material parameters will be re�ned by

Lre�ne (karm) =
<
∑

8=1

| |ŷ8 − R(x0, karm, c8 ) | |2 . (17)

for 200 additional iterations.

4.4 Seamless Environment Map Generation

We aim to develop a generative model capable of sampling seam-

lessness spherical environment maps x0. This entails constructing

a model that e�ectively captures the distribution of the input data

while maintaining seamless panoramas under continuous rotations.

ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 42, No. 6, Article . Publication date: December 2023.
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Fig. 3. Unconditional samples from our generative models (top row) alongside their nearest neighbors in the training dataset (bo�om row).

To achieve this, we employ two techniques. Firstly, we apply

data augmentation during training. Speci�cally, when training our

DDPM using real-world environment map datasets, we introduce

horizontal rotations to each sample, randomizing the rotation an-

gle. By incorporating this data augmentation strategy, our training

objective becomes

L(\ ) := EC,x0,&,q
[





& − &\

(√
ŪCq (x0) +

√
1 − ŪC&, C

)





2
]

, (18)

where q is the random horizontal rotation operator. This augmenta-

tion strategy introduces variations in the rotation angle, e�ectively

reducing potential bias in the input data distribution where the en-

vironment maps are predominantly positioned at speci�c rotation

angles. Next, during the denoising generation steps, we employ a

similar rotation scheme that replaces the pre-trained unconditional

score function (Eq. 6) as:

s

′
\
(xC , C) = q−1

C (s\ (qC (xC ), C)) , (19)

where qC is the random horizontal rotation operator at time step t

and q−1
C is its reverse. During the denoising process, the score func-

tion network s\ takes the rotated noised images as input and pre-

serves continuity and meaningful information around the stitched

seam, resulting in panoramas without noticeable disruptions or

artifacts at the boundaries.

5 EXPERIMENTS

Here, we report results of the experiments we conducted to evaluate

our method. We �rst provide details on our implementation and

training procedure (Sec. 5.1). Then we evaluate the quality of our

generative model (Sec. 5.2), before providing an in-depth evaluation

of the inverse-rendering capabilities of our method (Sec. 5.3 and

Sec. 5.4). We provide further analyses (Sec. 5.5) and conclude with a

short section on additional applications (Sec. 5.6).

5.1 Implementation and Training Details

Since indoor and outdoor illumination conditions exhibit markedly

di�erent characteristics, we employ two separate DDPMmodels. For

the indoor model, we train on the Laval indoor dataset [Gardner et al.

2017], which includes 2.2k high dynamic range (HDR) environment

maps, while for the outdoor model, we use the Streetlearn dataset

[Mirowski et al. 2019], containing 143k low dynamic range (LDR)

environment maps. We apply an HDR reconstruction pre-process

on the outdoor dataset using the method of Santos et al. [2020].

We perform data augmentation by applying random horizontal

shifts (corresponding to horizontal rotations of the scene-enclosing

sphere) and horizontal �ips. For stable training, we compress the

HDR content using the global invertible mapping 5 (x) = 0.5x
1
2.4

for outdoor data and 0.9x
1
6 for indoor. Before using our samples

for path tracing, we apply 5 −1 to recover HDR illumination. We

use the network architecture proposed by Nichol and Dhariwal

[2021] without modi�cations. Training one model takes 1 week

using four A100 GPUs. Obtaining a single sample from our joint

optimization procedure takes 20 minutes, including 1000 iterations

of interleaved environment map denoising (290ms) and material

optimization (630ms). We provide all source code and pre-trained

models on https://vcai.mpi-inf.mpg.de/projects/2023-DPE/.

5.2 �ality of the Generative Models

Table 1. �ality (FID↓) of generative models for unconditional sampling.

Model GAN RENI Ours

Indoor 45.5 288.2 12.3

Outdoor 15.8 323.7 7.6

Before we investigate the inverse-rendering capabilities of our

method, we seek to gain insights into the quality of our trained

generative models. To this end, we consider unconditional sampling.

Tab. 1 provides a numerical evaluation using FID [Heusel et al. 2017]

scores. In Fig. 3 we show samples of our models. To make sure that

our networks do not simply memorize the training data, we also

display the respective nearest neighbors in the training dataset.

Distances between samples are computed using the LPIPS [Zhang

et al. 2018] metric, while also taking into account the augmentations

(rotations, �ips) performed during training. We see that our samples

are markedly di�erent from the closest examples in the training data

corpus. We conclude that our models produce high-quality samples,

which look realistic and capture the data distribution well.

ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 42, No. 6, Article . Publication date: December 2023.
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Sample A
Novel ViewInput View Albedo Illumination Novel View Albedo Illumination

Sample B

GT GT

GTGT

Fig. 4. �alitative results on synthetic datasets. Here we show two samples per scene, demonstrating indoor (top) and outdoor (bo�om) illumination. Notice

that the recovered illumination samples are markedly dissimilar in the details, but share the overall illumination structure, faithfully capturing the ambiguity

of the inverse problem. Insets show the ground-truth environment maps.

5.3 Inverse Rendering

We now turn to our core task: The ambiguity-aware decomposition

of a scene into illumination and material properties, based on one or

multiple images.We assumewe have access to or can reconstruct the

scene geometry before running our method. This step is orthogonal

to our approach, and we give details on how geometry is obtained

for each experimental setup.

5.3.1 �antitative Evaluation. We start by considering a set of syn-

thetic scenes, where ground-truth geometry, illumination, and ma-

terials are available for evaluation. Speci�cally, we base our analysis

on nine scenes, including six scenes from the NeRF [Mildenhall et al.

2021] dataset with ten illumination conditions per scene (�ve indoor

and �ve outdoor), all distinct from the training data corpus. The

scenes exhibit a broad spectrum of material types. Inputs to our

method are 16 ∼ 50 multi-view images of resolution 800x600 pixels.

Metrics. To quantitatively evaluate the obtained solutions, we

are interested in several properties, listed as columns in Tab. 2

and Tab. 3: First, we consider three di�erent aspects concerning the

reconstructedmaterials.Wemeasure albedo reconstruction accuracy

using themean squared error (MSE).We also show howmuch albedo

reconstruction varies when running the method multiple times

with exactly the same input by computing diversity in the form of

variance f2
sample

across �ve runs. Further, we evaluate how far the

reconstruction of albedo is invariant under di�erent illumination

conditions, computed as the variance f2
invar

.

Second, we analyze the reconstructed environment maps. We start

with the common full-reference quality metrics PSNR, SSIM [Wang

et al. 2004], and LPIPS [Zhang et al. 2018] to gain an understanding

of how close the reconstructions are to the ground-truth illumi-

nation. We are further interested in measuring the naturalness of

the obtained illumination conditions. To this end, we employ the

FID [Heusel et al. 2017] score, comparing the conditional distribu-

tion of reconstructed environment maps given the input images to

the unconditional distribution of environment maps in the training

data corpus. The distributions are clearly dissimilar by construction,

and the number of samples is low for our reconstructions, natu-

rally resulting in relatively high scores, but we found the FID to

nevertheless correlate well with the perceived naturalness of the

solutions. As an additional indicator of naturalness we compute the

non-reference HDRmetric PU21-NIQE [Hanji et al. 2022; Mittal et al.

2013]. Analogous to the albedo analysis, we consider the diversity

of the illumination estimates by computing variance f2
sample

across

di�erent samples.

Finally, we show full-reference quality metrics for the novel-view

synthesis task on held-out input views. This helps us understand

how accurately our decompositions explain the scene’s appearance.

Notice that the true values of f2
sample

(both for material and illu-

mination) and f2
invar

should re�ect the variance of the true posterior

distribution, which is unknown. A reasonably low value for f2
invar

indicates stability, a reasonably high value for f2
sample

indicates di-

versity. However, blindly aiming for a minimal f2
invar

or maximal

f2
sample

is not desirable. As a counter-example, consider a determin-

istic method that always converges to the same albedo estimation

and therefore has f2
invar

= 0, which is clearly a sub-optimal solution.

Baselines. We compare our di�usion-based prior on illumina-

tion to a broad variety of alternatives, including data-agnostic and

data-driven priors. Whenever necessary, we set weighting factors

balancing reconstruction and regularization such that both losses

have the same magnitude. We consider the following priors:

• No Prior: As a baseline, we run path tracing-based inverse

rendering without any prior at all.

• Global Norm.: To address the inherent global ambiguities

of illumination–re�ectance decomposition, we proceed as in

the previous case, but additionally scale the estimated envi-

ronment maps to enforce their median to match the median

of our dataset.

• Smoothness: A very common prior used in many inverse

problems is the assumption that obtained solutions should

be smooth [Lyu et al. 2022; Zhang et al. 2021b]. We adopt the

2D total variation penalty

Lsmooth =

∑

u

∥∇ux0 (u)∥1 ,

ACM Trans. Graph., Vol. 42, No. 6, Article . Publication date: December 2023.
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Fig. 5. Scene decompositions using di�erent priors for two synthetic scenes with indoor (le�) and outdoor (right) illumination.
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Table 2. �antitative evaluation of indoor illumination. For each prior/method, we present statistics on reconstructed Albedo, Illumination, and novel View

Synthesis. Our method outperforms all baselines by estimating more accurate albedos and illumination, and consequently synthesizing more accurate novel

views. The measures f2
invar

and f2
sample

give an indication of stability and diversity, respectively, but their ground-truth values are unknown.

Prior/Method
Albedo Illumination View Synthesis

MSE↓ f
2
sample

f
2
invar

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ FID↓ NIQE↓ f
2
sample

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓

No Prior 0.086 0.0007 0.030 16.3 0.14 0.89 329.6 10.5 0.0017 30.5 0.947 0.027

Global Norm. 0.078 0.0006 0.025 20.8 0.38 0.64 304.3 9.4 0.0001 30.5 0.947 0.027

Smoothness 0.081 0.0006 0.028 18.8 0.61 0.46 341.3 9.26 0.0001 33.8 0.964 0.024

Chromaticity 0.085 0.0002 0.029 18.2 0.41 0.63 344.9 10.5 0.0001 32.0 0.948 0.025

DIP 0.123 0.0057 0.038 11.0 0.26 0.56 301.8 43.1 0.0052 32.3 0.943 0.029

GAN 0.106 0.0069 0.055 16.9 0.59 0.35 187.1 6.98 0.0072 29.4 0.944 0.029

RENI 0.091 0.0215 0.043 15.9 0.49 0.54 371.8 17.0 0.0225 27.8 0.913 0.037

NeRFactor 0.084 0.0011 0.032 7.3 0.31 0.69 453.7 18.9 0.0028 26.4 0.918 0.051

NvDi�Rec 0.075 0.0001 0.038 8.5 0.17 0.65 468.3 10.6 0.0049 29.3 0.940 0.049

w/ GT geom. 0.063 0.0001 0.030 10.2 0.20 0.61 415.6 6.84 0.0077 32.7 0.952 0.037

NvDi�RecMC 0.103 0.0001 0.076 14.8 0.27 0.55 322.2 9.98 0.0002 28.1 0.934 0.057

w/ GT geom. 0.082 0.0001 0.049 15.4 0.34 0.62 307.8 6.61 0.0004 29.0 0.939 0.046

Ours 0.033 0.0082 0.021 21.9 0.67 0.26 135.6 5.14 0.0096 34.0 0.967 0.022

Table 3. �antitative evaluation of outdoor illumination. Refer to the caption of Tab. 2 for more details.

Prior/Method
Albedo Illumination View Synthesis

MSE↓ f
2
sample

f
2
invar

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓ FID↓ NIQE↓ f
2
sample

PSNR↑ SSIM↑ LPIPS↓

No Prior 0.087 0.0010 0.031 13.0 0.12 0.87 379.6 8.88 0.0030 31.6 0.939 0.029

Global Norm. 0.080 0.0007 0.027 15.1 0.16 0.83 380.5 8.63 0.0005 31.6 0.939 0.029

Smoothness 0.084 0.0005 0.031 14.9 0.49 0.64 376.3 7.25 0.0001 33.1 0.960 0.025

Chromaticity 0.088 0.0001 0.032 13.5 0.15 0.81 398.7 8.83 0.0001 31.5 0.931 0.029

DIP 0.142 0.0014 0.054 9.7 0.19 0.63 371.5 106.24 0.0071 32.1 0.927 0.037

GAN 0.078 0.0051 0.094 15.4 0.41 0.50 163.3 6.26 0.0086 29.7 0.936 0.031

RENI 0.108 0.0136 0.090 11.3 0.36 0.76 487.9 27.8 0.0232 30.6 0.931 0.044

NeRFactor 0.103 0.0009 0.035 6.4 0.28 0.86 477.6 21.2 0.0024 25.7 0.912 0.056

NvDi�Rec 0.088 0.0001 0.037 8.4 0.09 0.70 448.2 9.67 0.0055 31.0 0.938 0.039

w/ GT geom. 0.049 0.0002 0.032 9.5 0.07 0.63 392.2 6.42 0.0069 32.3 0.950 0.037

NvDi�RecMC 0.185 0.0001 0.082 11.1 0.13 0.68 390.5 8.73 0.0002 29.8 0.926 0.039

w/ GT geom. 0.109 0.0001 0.044 13.6 0.22 0.69 350.4 6.10 0.0002 30.1 0.941 0.038

Ours 0.031 0.0069 0.016 20.0 0.58 0.30 109.1 4.36 0.0108 34.3 0.968 0.022

where u denotes the directional coordinates in the environ-

ment map.

• Chromaticity: Observing that illumination is frequently not

very colorful, we follow Munkberg et al. [2022] and use

Lchroma =











3
∑

2=1

(

x20 −
1

3

3
∑

2=1

x20

)









,

where x20 denotes the 2’s color channel of x0.

• DIP: The Deep Image Prior [Ulyanov et al. 2018] represents

a signal by optimizing the weights of a CNN with random

inputs. This enforces a structural prior, empirically favoring

solutions that have natural-image statistics.

• GAN: We train a StyleGAN2-ADA [Karras et al. 2020] model

on our datasets and optimize over the model’s latent space

using Pivotal Tuning Inversion [Roich et al. 2022]. As for our

method, we train two separate models for indoor and outdoor

scenes.

• RENI: The recent method of Gardner et al. [2022] uses a

rotation-equivariant neural �eld to train a generative model

of environment maps. We follow their method to optimize

the latent code of this model. Also for this prior, we train two

separate models.

The quality of unconditional samples of the GAN and RENImodels

is evaluated in Tab. 1.
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In addition to the priors discussed above, we also compare our

method to three state-of-the-art full-blown inverse-rendering sys-

tems. First, we consider NvDi�Rec [Munkberg et al. 2022] and NvD-

i�RecMC [Hasselgren et al. 2022]. In addition to the recovery of

illumination and re�ectance, both methods also optimize for geom-

etry. For a fair di�erential comparison, we consider two variants of

their methods: The full version, and replacing their geometry esti-

mation with �xed ground-truth geometry. In addition, we include a

comparison with NeRFactor [Zhang et al. 2021b] as a representative

of inverse rendering using a volumetric representation.

Results. We list numerical results of our experiments in Tab. 2

for indoor and Tab. 3 for outdoor illumination conditions. Fig. 4 dis-

plays samples obtained from our method. A qualitative comparison

against the baseline priors in our setup is provided in Fig. 5, while

Fig. 6 illustrates comparisons against the inverse-rendering systems.

Our supplemental video shows additional qualitative results and

comparisons. We provide runtime evaluations in the supplemental

document.

We observe that our method excels in reconstructing environ-

ment maps and materials, where the latter tend to be reasonably

stable across di�erent illumination conditions. More importantly,

though, our environment maps are signi�cantly more natural than

all baselines and achieve high diversity scores, while at the same

time resulting in the highest novel-view synthesis quality. Fig. 7

illustrates the distribution of methods according to these three core

criteria. While the GAN prior achieves competitive scores in terms of

diversity and naturalness, it fails to properly explain the input data.

On the other end of the spectrum, the Smoothness prior achieves

high-quality novel-view synthesis results (explaining its popularity

in the inverse-rendering community), but always converges to the

same solution while producing rather unnatural results. NvDi�Rec

achieves competitive results in terms of novel-view synthesis quality

and diversity, but also su�ers from rather unrealistic environment

maps.

5.4 �alitative Evaluation

To evaluate our method on real scenes, we consider a set of scenes

from the MipNeRF-360 dataset [Barron et al. 2022], using 100 images

per scene. We �rst run NeuS [Wang et al. 2021] on the multi-view

images to obtain geometry of the foreground objects as well as a

foreground–background separation, and automatically generate the

texture map for the mesh extracted from the SDF from Blender’s

“Smart UV Project” operator [Community 2018]. We then run our

optimization, while masking out the background in the input im-

ages. Fig. 8 shows the results of this experiment, which illustrate

that we can sample high-quality decompositions. The supplemental

document and video provide more results.

5.5 Analysis

Here, we investigate several aspects of our method in more detail.

First, we consider illumination reconstruction quality and diver-

sity as a function of material roughness. Intuitively, as the rough-

ness of scene materials is increased towards di�use appearance,

we expect an increasing amount of ambiguity during illumination
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Fig. 7. Overview of di�erent methods in terms of novel-view synthesis qual-

ity (PSNR; x-axis), environment map diversity (f2
sample

; y-axis, log-scale), and

environment map naturalness (FID; point size). Only our solution achieves

high scores across all three aspects.
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Sample A
Novel ViewInput View Albedo Illumination Novel View Albedo Illumination

Sample B

Fig. 8. �alitative results on real-world datasets. Here we show two samples per scene. Notice that our optimization does only have access to the foreground

object, but still manages to synthesize environment maps that match the overall color distribution of the background, while exhibiting a high level of realism.

reconstruction, as the environment map is convolved with a progres-

sively larger BRDF lobe. To systematically investigate the behavior

of our method in this regard, we set up a synthetic scene containing

a Stanford Dragon to be rendered from three views. We then run

a sequence of experiments, where we perform a sweep over the

roughness parameter of the dragon’s material, with �ve illumination

conditions per roughness setting. In Fig. 9 we investigate the behav-

ior of our method and compare it against the GAN prior. In Fig. 9a

we observe a consistently high-quality reconstruction result across

all roughness levels, while the GAN prior exhibits overall inferior re-

sults, struggling in particular with highly specular materials. Fig. 9b

reveals that, in contrast to the GAN prior, the diversity of our samples

strongly correlates with roughness, satisfying our expectations. For

example, diversity is almost zero when the material is purely specu-

lar, which is expected behavior since the input images essentially

contain a distorted re�ection of the environment map, eliminating

uncertainty. In Fig. 10 we provide a corresponding qualitative study.

In Fig. 11 we study the behavior of our method in the presence of

highly specular materials: We mask out regions in the ground-truth

environment map (top left in Fig. 11) and record which pixels in

the image observations are a�ected by this mask (bottom left in

Fig. 11). We then run our method on the observations, but exclude

the masked-out pixels from receiving path-tracer gradients. We see

that the samples from our method reconstruct the ground-truth

environment map quite faithfully while hallucinating plausible con-

tent in the masked regions (right in Fig. 11). We further visualize the

amount of information that can be extracted from highly specular

materials in the supplemental document.

We perform an ablation analysis of our seamless environment

map generation process (Sec. 4.4) in Fig. 12. We see that our method

is e�ective in removing seams in the samples.

We are further interested in validating the choice of DPS as our

solver. In Fig. 13 we compare our approach against a best-e�ort

result based on score distillation sampling (SDS) [Poole et al. 2022].
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Fig. 9. View synthesis quality (a) and environment map diversity (b) as a

function of material roughness. Our approach consistently outperforms

the GAN prior in terms of quality and exhibits diversity only for ambiguous

scenes.
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Fig. 10. �alitative results with three levels of material roughness. We show

three illumination samples from our method for each roughness level. While

all samples are very similar for the highly specular material, their diversity

increases as the material approaches di�use appearance.
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Sample A

Sample B

Sample C

Masked Ground Truth

Masked Observation

Fig. 11. Environment map sampling from masked observations on specular

materials. We mask out cars in the ground-truth environment map (top le�)

and mark all corresponding pixels in the observations (bo�om le�). During

training, these pixels are ignored. Our samples (right) match the observable

areas while generating distinct details in the unseen parts.

w/o Seamless Generation w/ Seamless Generation

Fig. 12. Ablation: Seamless environment map generation.

SDS DPS (Ours)

Fig. 13. Ablation: Training with a score distillation sampling (SDS) loss

instead of our DPS-based formulation. For each configuration, we show a

reconstructed view (le�) alongside an environment map sample (right).

In each time step, we add a loss term that moves the current state

of the optimized environment map closer to higher-density regions

learned by the pre-trained di�usion model. We �rst add a random

amount of noise to the current estimate of the environmentmap. The

loss function then computes the di�erence between the estimated

and ground truth noise. As proposed by Poole et al. [2022], we do

not backpropagate through the di�usion model itself. We observe

that the SDS results are consistently inferior to the ones from our

DPS-based solution, failing to produce realistic samples.

5.6 Applications

Our scene decompositions can be used for a variety of applications.

In Fig. 1 we show an example of material editing and relighting. In

this case, geometry was reconstructed using multiple views, but

input to our system is a single view of the almost di�use object,

resulting in substantial illumination ambiguity. We see that chang-

ing the original material to a translucent one produces a plausible

Input View Ground-Truth Illumination Our Illumination Sample

Fig. 14. Limitation: If the illumination of the scene does not follow the data

distribution used to train our di�usion model, our samples can be far from

the ground truth, while still explaining the input observations.

appearance, while the No Prior or Smoothness solutions result in

noise and loss of overall structure, respectively.

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented a novel approach that addresses the ambiguity

problem in inverse rendering. At the core of our method is a denois-

ing di�usion probabilistic model trained on natural environment

maps. On the technical level, we have extended di�usion posterior

sampling towards an optimizable measurement operator, which

allows for the simultaneous reconstruction of illumination and ma-

terials. We have shown that our recovered environment maps have

high quality and high diversity while exhibiting an unprecedented

level of naturalness.

Our approach is not free from limitations, providing plenty op-

portunity for future work. We did not aim at devising a full inverse-

rendering system, as we assume geometry to be given. This has

allowed us to study the problem of material–illumination ambi-

guities in depth. A natural next step is the inclusion of geometry

estimation into our pipeline.

Importantly, we can only expect reasonable results if the dis-

tribution of environment maps captured by our generative model

matches the task. Fig. 14 illustrates an example of an intentionally

created mismatch. In the top row, we use a simple synthetic envi-

ronment map to illuminate a bunny and run our method using the

outdoor model. In the bottom row, we illuminate an armchair using

indoor illumination and, again, run our method using the outdoor

model. We see that, in these cases, the recovered environment maps

are far from the ground truth, but nevertheless capture the overall

illumination condition well.

Current di�usionmodels are notoriously ine�cientwhen it comes

to generating samples. We inherit this limitation, which makes our

(unoptimized) implementation roughly 5x slower than a vanilla

path-tracing-based solution.

We hope to inspire future work on generative inverse rendering,

balancing the intricate triangle between accuracy, naturalness, and

ambiguity.
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